BPme Rewards Offer Terms and Conditions
1. BPme rewards customers using the link provided in their email to switch their home to
100% renewable energy supplier Pure Planet before 30 September 2021 qualify for
6,000 BPme rewards points to be applied to their BPme rewards account.
This end date of 30 September 2021 has been updated from the original end date 15
September 2021.
2. This offer is exclusive to BPme rewards customers.
3. This offer is available when switching to any tariff with Pure Planet. Note that for some
tariffs, early exit fees apply.
4. BPme rewards customers must use the link provided in their email to switch to Pure
Planet. This offer does not apply to BPme rewards customers who sign up to Pure
Planet using other sales channels. The offer does not apply to BPme rewards
customers who are already Members of Pure Planet, or who were in the process of
switching to Pure Planet prior to participating in the offer.
5. BPme rewards customers switching to Pure Planet must use the email address used
for their BPme rewards to create a Pure Planet account and sign up as a Member.
6. BPme rewards points will be credited to the BPme customer’s account within 60 days
of the energy supply start date.
7. This offer cannot be redeemed for cash or other alternatives.
8. This offer is valid from 27 July 2021 to 11:59 on 30 September 2021. Any switches
using the link provided outside of these dates will not qualify for the offer. You will need
to have confirmed your switch with Pure Planet before 11:59 on 30 September to
qualify for this offer.
9. The offer is only available to BPme customers aged 18 or over in Great Britain
switching their home to Pure Planet energy.
10. By participating in this offer, you agree for Pure Planet to receive information about you
(including your name and email address) from BPme. Pure Planet will use this
information to verify your switch to Pure Planet. We may share your contact
information (including the email address you have provided when signing up to your
Pure Planet account) with BPme to verify your eligibility for this offer. For more
information, please read the BPme Privacy Policy, the BPme Rewards offer Terms and
Conditions and the Pure Planet Privacy Policy.

11. To qualify for this offer you’ll need to be eligible to join Pure Planet, including providing
us with sufficient information to verify your switch. For more information, please read
the Pure Planet energy terms and conditions.

